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Introduction
This lecture will present a

brief history of italian

literature. Passing by Sicily,

Tuscan, Albi, Dante, A.

Manzoni, Niccolò Tommasèo,

and so many other schools and

authors that marked one of the

most literate countries of all

times. Not just by prose, but

also by poetics.

Ma perocchè il mio dire util 

vi sia, 

discenderò del tutto 

in parte ed in costrutto più 

lieve, perchè men grave 

s'intenda;

chè rado sotto benda

parola oscura giugne allo 

'ntelletto;

par che parlar con voi si 

vuole aperto.

Dante Alighieri



1
Early period



The origins

To what the historical knowledge can reach, the most antique literary documents from Italy

are the Cantilena (Chanson) from Ciullo d’Alcamo, and the Cantico delle Creature (Chant of

the Creatures) from St. Francis of Assisi.

To understand the formation of these documents, it is needed to go Latin, the imperial

language. It suffered enormous changes, given the size of the empire, and as the Cesar’s

domain fell in the West (476), the Latin, vulgar especially, changed more and more in the

former provinces of the empire.

Thus, a number of new languages started coming into being, just as in France, better saying

Frankia, where Proto-French became “official” when the royalty of the Franks started

writing documents using it. With Italian language, the process was a bit more complicated.



Italy had not a patriotic standard to hold. Salians, Ripuarians, it came to pass that they all

united under the cry of “Franks!”, but Italy would have a similar process only centuries

later!

Proto-Italian languages, are seen in documents like the carta Capuana (Capuan letter), in

960, but there was still no sign of literary use to it. This was due to the prejudice with the

language, seen as too vulgar.

When Albi, the city of the Albigensian, received a crushing blow by the trained crusaders,

many poets and minstrels, fled to other places and cities, especially Sicily thus the Sicilian

school can be called the first literate school of Italy.

With this school, there was born the metrics in poetry, and there were spread the troubadours.

But they soon had to flee from war again, reaching Tuscan, and there another school was

created.



2
Medieval 
and late



Back to Tuscan

Tuscan school kept the theme of the love, passion better saying, which it learnt from Sicily,

but as Tuscan had no King, and politics was made in factions, the shool started presenting

more political terms and themes. This is situated in the trecento.

In the rising of Tuscan there lied the first great school, of literates, called Dolce Stil Nuovo,

headed by Guido Guinizelli, Guido Cavalcanti, Dante Alighieri, and others, being Dante the

most famous and proeminet of them all. Dolce refers to the theme, that is, kindness and love.

Stil, refers to the poetical format, and Nuovo, is because of the inovation brought with it.

Here, especially in Dante’s Convivio, still lies a defense of the vernacular, setting the Latin

aside, but still in the fight with it.



But not only of Dolce the poets of this period lived, but also comic poetry, as its shown by

the jesters, and the scenic arts of the period. There is seen a slight process of increase of

status, of the literary works in the general spectre, even though there were the popular

names.

Dante Alighieri

Dante Alighieri is, undisputedly, the greatest name of the italian school, even if one

disputes, none beats him in fame, worldwide.

Dante is widely known by his work Commedia, called later Divina

Commedia. He was born in 1265, in the eta communale, where there

was the empire and the papacy in clash over power. The supporters

of the former were the gibbelines, and of the latter the guelfs.



Dante summarizes the Dolce Stil Nuovo in his most famous work, which is divided in

Inferno, Purgatorio, and Paradiso. He had great influences from Greek and Roman

mythologies, from theologians and philosophers, and made a magnum opus of Italian

literature, in all aspects. He, also, kept his fidelity to Dolce, as he had Beatrice, a former love

he had, which died in 1290, as his guide in Paradiso.

In his later period, he started using more prose, by the sadness of his political exile, as seen

in his De Monarchia, which was polemic in theological matters, and his Convivio. Still, there

lied traces of the old passioned poet in Canzoniere.

Late period
In the late school, after this giant period, there is born the humanism, with names such as

Machiavelli, Boccaccio, and others. There lied a priority in the human subject, less focused

in the previous schools.



Machiavelli, is more widely known by his politics and his philosophy, such as in The Prince,

and his treatise on war, named The Art of War. In this period, there lies the reflex of the

worldwide tendencie to divide into two branches.

One is summarized by Rousseau, not an Italian but a good example, who thought men were

better as lesser it had modernization and society. Other is spread by men like Machiavelli

himself, praising the modernization as a great advance in the state of affairs.



3 
Modern



Modern literature
In the modern literature, even though it was becaming more and more scarce with the time,

we have some great times. Especially the period of the life of the famous philosopher,

Antonio Rosmini, in which there flourished a lot of poetry names, such as Antonio

Manzoni, and Niccolò Tommasèo.

The context of this period brought forth the so lasted unification of Italy, so is often to see

patriotism in the themes of the ouvres. Besides, there is a strong influence of wordly

tematics, such as romance, thriller, horror, and so on. This brought forth a strong

modernization of Italy, despite its late unification. And it is followed by war literature, as its

fit to call, which adopts a sadder tone, and follows realistic and naturalistic movements,

spreading worldwide.
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